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Introduction Let k and N be positive integers such that N is just divided by
4 and X an even quadratic character modulo N.

In the previous paper [U2], we established a complete theory of newforms of
~ohnen space S(k + 1/2, N, X)K' That is the following. .

First of all, we defined the ·subspace' of "oldforms;" D"(k + '1"/2, N; 'xrK hi terms' of
Kohnen spaces of lower levels and standard operators like twisting operators, shift
operators, and etc. (cf. [U2, (3,7)]).

We denote by SJl(k+l/2, N, X)K the orthogonal complement of D(k+1/2, N, X)K
in Kohnen space S(k + 1/2, N, X) K with respect to the Petersson inner product.
Put II := {odd prime divisor p of N such that p2 IN}. SJl(k + 1/2, N, X)K is fixed

by the twisting operator Rp: L:n~l a(n)e(nz) ~ L:n~l a(n) (~) e(nz) for any

pEll. Hence, we can decompose 91(k + 1/2, N, X)K into common eigen subspaces
on these twisting operators,

SJl(k + 1/2, N, X)K = EB SJl0,K(k + 1/2, N, X)K ,
KEMap(lI,{±1} )

SJl0'''(k + 1/2, N, X)K := {/ E 'J1(k + 1/2, N, X)K ; /IRp = K(p)f (p E ll)} .

We called these subspaces SJt0'''(k + 1/2, N, X)K the space of newforms for Kohnen
spaces.

These 910,K(k + 1/2, N, X)K satisfies the Strong Multiplicity One theorem and
moreover we have an embedding as modules over Hecke algebra: (cf.[U2, §3])

(0.1)

Here, SO(2k, N /4) is the space of newforms of weight 2k and of level N/4.

We can give also explicit and exact expression of the image of this embedding.
See [U2, (2.28) and (3.7)] for the details.

The purpose of this paper is same refinements of these previous works.

In the image of the above embedding (0,1), we have many liftings of cusp fenns
of lower levels by twisting operators. These liftings cail. be considered that is not
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really new. We shall find the subspace of m0 ,K (k + 1/2, N, X)K which corresponds
to the spaces of (really new' cusp fonns.

We shall make a precise statement.

(0.2) Definition (er. [VI, Appendix]) Let M be an add positive integer and denote
by lJp := ordp(M) the p-adic additive valuation of M for any prime p.

Put 0 := .{p Iordp(M) ~ 1} and O2 := {p Iordp(M) = 2}. Define

S2 (2k, M) := L: SO (2k' TI pVp TI p) IRB+c ,
rh=A+B+C pEfl-(B+C) pEB

fh#A

where A + B + C etc. means the disjoint union of A, B, a;.nd C (cr. below §O).
The above sturi is extended over a1l partitions O2 = A + B + C with O2 =I- A.

RB+c = OPEB+C Hp is the twisting operator of OpEB+C (p)'
We define S*(2k, M) by the orthogonal complement of S2(2k, M) in SO(2k, M)

with respect to the Petersson inner product. We shall call this space S* (2k, M) the
. , '. -""space·of"Very--newform3'of-weight ..2k~and'"Üf-leveIM.h·A·lso-we.ahalleall-.any-element .

in S* (2k, M) a very-newJorrn of weight 2k and of level M.

Vnder these notation, we set the following definitions.

(0.3) Definition Suppose that ord2 (N) = 2 and put M := N /4. M is an odd
integer. We define the subspace D*(k + 1/2, N, X) K as follows:

[The case of k ~ 2] .

D*(k+l/2,N,X)K:= L: L: S(k+l/2,4B'~)KI8A
o<BIM o<AI(M/B)
E#M ~(.d )=x

+ L: L: L: S(k+l/2,4B'~)KIU(A)Rp.
o<BIM o<AI{M/B)'l ~,4>
E#M ~(-6. )4>'l=x

[The case of k = 1]

D*(3/2,N,X)K:= L: L: V(4B;~)K 18A

o<EIM o<AI{M/B)
B-:tM ~( ti )=x

+ L: L: L: V(4B;e)K IU(A)14 .
O<BjM o<AI{M/B)'l ~,4>

B#M ~(~ )4>'l=x

Here, eand rjJ in the L ~14> runs over the following set:
~(4 )4>'l=x

{

(~, rjJ) ; ~ is an even (quadratic) character defined modulo 4B, }
rjJ is a primitive character modulo f(rjJ), rjJ4 = 1, f(ep) ]llI := ITpElI P, .
~ (~) q;2 = X as chaxacters modulo N
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See [V1, §O and §1] for the definition of the space V(4Bj {)K' The operator 6A'
the shift operator U(A), and the twisting operator Rq, axe defined as follows: For
f = Ln;:::1 a(n)e(nz),

(fI6A )(z) := Ak
/

2+1
/

4 /(Az) , (fIU(A))(z):= L a(An)e(nz) ,
n~l

(fIR.p)(z) := L a(n)4>(n)e(nz) .
n;:::1

This space D* (k + 1/2, N, X)K is a subspace of Kohnen space S(k + 1/2, N, X)K'
We denote by \]1*(k+1/2, N, X)K the orthogonal complement of D*(k+1/2, N, X)K
in S(k + 1/2, N, X) K'

Remark. The definition of D* (k +·1/2, N, X)K is much simpler than these
of D(k + 1/2, N, X)K ([U2, (3.7)]). We shall give a more simplified definition of
D(k + 1/2, N, X)K in the section 3. See below (3.7).

This orthogonal complement 91* (k+1/2, N, X)K is stable by the twisting operator
_.Hp ;= J.?:( p) for any prime p E n. Hence we can d~ompose this sp~~ ~t~ commo~ . ~

eigen subspaces.

91* (k + 1/2, N, X)K = EB 91*·K(k +1/2, N, X)K ,
KEMap(J1,{±l} )

\]1*.K(k + 1/2, N, X)K := {f E 91* (k + 1/2, N, X)K ; flRp = K.(p)f (jJ E JI)} .

Here II := {odd prime divisor p of N such that p2
1M} '. D

Main purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem.

Main Theorem. Let the notation be the same as the above. Suppose the following
condition (cf. below (2.19)).

(0.4) Xp = 1 for any p E n such that ordp(M) = 2 and p =3 (mod 4).

Then the subspaces 91*IK (k+1/2, N, X)K have the following nice properties (1)-(4).

(1) 91*,K(k+ 1/2, N, X)K has an orthogonal C-basis consisting of common eigen
fonns for all Hecke operators Tk+1/ 2,N,x.(p2) (p:prime, pl,M) and U(p2) (p:prime,
p I M) which axe uniquely determined up to multiplication by non-zero complex
numbers. Let f be such a common eigenform and Ap the eigenvalue of f with
respect to Tk+l/2IN.x.(p2) (pA'M) resp. U(p2) (pIM). Then there exist a primitive
(very-new)form F E S*(2k, M) of weight 2k and of conductor M which is uniquely
determined and satisfies the following: For a prime p,

FIT2k,M(P) = ApF if (p, M) = 1 and FIU(p) = ApF if piM.

Furthermore we can explicitly find which primitive form occurs via the above cor
respondence. See the trace relation (2.21-22) for the details of these.

(2) (The Strong Multiplicity One Theorem)
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Let f) 9 be two non-zero elements of 91· tK (k + 1/2, N, X)K and A a non-zero
integer. Suppose that f and g are conunon eigenforms of all Tk+1/ 2 ,N

t
x(p2) (p:

prime and (p, A) = 1) with the same system of eigenvalues. Then Cf = Cg.
Therefore from (1) and this, we have an embedding as modules over (abstract)

Hecke algebra 1t:
91*,K(k + 1/2, N, X)K <---J, S· (2k, M) .

Here, (abstract) Hecke algebra 1f. means the commutative algebra generated by all

double cosets: ro(M) (~~) ro(M), ald, (a, M) = 1, a, d E Z+. See (M, §4.5] for
the details.

1f. operates on S(2k, M) via the Hecke operators T2k ,M(n) and U(p) and also on
91*,K(k + 1/2, N, X)K via Tk+l/2tN,x(n2) and U(p2). See [N] for the detail.

(3) The space of oldforms D* (k + 1/2, N, X)K has also an orthogonal C-basis
consisting of common eigenforrns for all operators tk+l/2tN,~(p2) (p:prime, PAN).
The system of eigenvalues of such a common eigenform corresponds to a primitive
form F of weight 2k either whose conductor is a divisor of M less than M or
F E S2(2k, M), Le., Fisnot a very-newfonn but a primitive form of conductor M.

~~'''(cf.~b·elow~(3~3)~~(3:'5); aiia·TU2,·'(3:"S)]). . , . -. '.' - . .

(4) The space of oldform D *(k + 1/2, N, X) K is generated by cusp forms of
lower level. Hence, by induction, we see that the Kohnen spaces S(k + 1/2, N, X)K'
V (N; X) K are reconstructed by the spaces of type of 91* t

K (k + 1/2, 4B, ()K of lower
level and the operators of type of JA, U(A), and Rq,.

From the above definition, JA, U(A), and Rp (almost) preserve Fourier co
efficients of cusp forms. Hence for studying Fourier coefficients of cusp forms
E S(k+l/2,N,X)K or V(N;X)K' it is sufficient to study cusp fonns only in the
spaces of newforms 91*tK (k + 1/2, N, X)K. 0

Finally the author has same comments about the condition (0.4).

(i) If X = 1, the condition (0.4) is always satisfied for any level NI. In this
case, we obtain the following embedding for auy odd positive integer NI and any
'" E Map(ll, {±1}),

91·,K(k + 1/2, 4M, l)K ~ S* (2k, M) .

(ü) If we do not assume the condition (0.4), we have examples to which we cannot
apply the method of this paper. See example (3.8) below.

This paper is composed as follows: §O is notational preliminaries. In §1, we
collect technical proposition used in later sections. In §2, we shall explicitly find
the space corresponding to the space of very-newforms. In §3, we shall prove the
Main Theorem. Moreover, we shall give a simplification of expression formula (or
definition) of D(k+1/2, N, X)K in the fonnulation of theory of newforms [U2, (3.7)].

The author wrote this paper during he was staying at Max-Planck-Institut. The
author would like to express his hearty thanks to Max-Planck-Institut and its staff
for their warm hospitality. The author would like to express hearty thanks also to
Professor D. Zagier for his suggestion. That is the motivation of this paper.
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§o. Notational Preliminary. Throughout this paper, we shall keep to the
notation in the previous papers [VI] and [V2]. See [VI, §O, §1] and [U2, §1] for the
detailso In particular, we shall use the following.

Let A, B be subsets of a set X and {Ai} iEf a family of subsets of X 0 If Au B is
a disjoint union, then we denote A + B := Au B for simplicity. Similarly, if UiEfAi
is a disjoint union, then we denote LiEf Ai := UiEfAi.

Let A be a finite set of prime numbers and (ap)PEA a system of integers. We put
the following notation: A(a)i := {p E A I a p = i} and A(a)i+ := {p E A 1 a p ~ i}
for any i E Z. Also we set the notation:lA := OPEA p.

We denote the set of positive integers by Z+.

Let p be a prime. We denote the additive p-adic valuation for any integer m by
ordp(m). (~) (a, b integers with (a, b) -# (0,0» means the Kronecker symbol (cf.
[M p.82]).

Let k denote a non-negative integer. If z E C and x E C,. we put ZX = exp(x .
log(z)) with log(z) = log(lzl) + A arg(z), arg(z) being determined by -1r <
arg(z) ~ 7f. Also we put e(z) = exp(27fAz).

L~t jj b.e the cO_I!!plex~':lJ?perhalfpla:g.e: fo~ ~foQ!pl.e~-valt!ed .~~ctLOFJ(g} q.n,jj, .......... o.

a = (::) E GLt(R)" = (:~) E ro(4) and z E jj, we define functions J(a,z),

j("z) and fl[a]k(z) on jj by:J(a,z) =.cz+d, j("z) = ("0;/)-1/2 (~) (WZ+X)I/2
and fl[a]k(z) = (deta)k/2J(a,z)-k f(az).

For m E z+ we define a shift operator U(m) on formal power series in e(z) by

L a(n)e(nz)IU(m) := L a(mn)e(nz) .
n~O n~O

Let X be a Dirichlet eharacter modulo N. We denote the eonduetor of X by f(X)
and the Ioeal p-primary component of X by Xp for each prime.divisor p of N.

Let V, V, be finite-dimensional veetor spaces over C. We denote the trace of a
linear operator T on V by tr(Tj V) and also the kernel of a linear map F from V
to V, by Ker(F; V). We denote the set of aJl mappings from a set A to a set B by
Map(A, B). Furthermore we use the abbreviated notation BA (= Map(A, B).

As for notations of modular fonns, see [VI, §O] and [V2, §1]. In partieular, we
shall use the following.

Let k be a positive integer. Let N = 4M and M an odd natural number and let
X be an even character modulo N with X2 = 1.

We define the Kohnen space S(k + 1/2, N, X) K as follows:

S(k 1/2 N ) ._ {S(k + ~,N, X) :1 fez) = L~=l a(n)e(nz) ; }
+ "x K'- a(n) = 0 for X2( -1)(-1)kn = 2,3 (mod 4) ,

where X2 is the 2-prirnary cornponent of X.
In the case of weight 3/2, we define V(N; X)K := V(N; X) n 8(3/2, N, X)K'

These Kohnen spaces S(k + 1/2, N, X)K and V(N; X)K can be eonsidered eanon
ical subspaces which correspond to the space of cusp fonns of weight 2k and of odd
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level via Shimura correspondence. Therefore we can think these spaces are good
test cases for general theory of newforrns of half-integral weight.

See [VI, §O, §1] for the details.

§1 Twisting operators.
Let k be positive integer and N a positive integer divisible by 4. Let X be an

even character modulo N with X2 = 1.
Take a primitive character 'l/J modulo L. We define the twisting operator of 'l/J,

say Rw, by the following:

S(k + 1/2, N, X) :3 f = :L a(n)e(nz) ~ flR,p := :L a(n)'l/J(n)e(nz) .
n2:1 n~l

We can express this operator as follo\VS: For f E S(k + 1/2, N, X),

(1.1) flRw = g('l/J)-l :L 'l/J(m)fl (( ~ ~) ,1) .
m mod L

-) - - ~L -) I~ , .... -Here;-g (.,p..·is,.the .gauss'sum- ofi/J j-i:e. j'g (-rj;)-. =~6i;;.r'if; (i e(i· L). - .. .-

We impose the following assumption on 'lj; from now on until the end of this
paper.

(1.2) Assumption. 'lj; is a primitive character such that 'lj;4 = 1. It's conductor
L := f('lj;) is ocid and L 2 IN.
Remark. It follows from this. assumption that L = f('lj;) divides LIr. See the
introduction and §1 as for the definition of n and Ln.

From this assumptioo and [Sh, Lemma (3.6)], the map f ~ flF4p define an
operator from S(k + 1/2, N, X) to S(k + 1/2, N, X'lj;2).

We collect several propositions 00 twisting operators. We shall use them in the
following sections.

(1.3) Proposition. Let 7/J be the same as above. Let f E S(k + 1/2, N, X). For
any n E Z+ with (n ,N) = 1,

- 2 2 - 2
flR,pTk+l/2,N,xtP'l(n ) = 'lj;(n )fITk+1/ 2,N,x(n )F4p .

Proof. For anym E Z+, put e(m):= (( ~ ';:) ,1) and r(m) := ((~~'l) ,mk +1
/

2
).

From the definition, Hecke operators are linear combinations of finitely many
operators of the following type: [~or(n)~o] and [~Ör(f!,)~Ö] (n E Z+, (n, N) = 1).
Here, ~o := ~O(N, X) and ~b := ~o(N, x7/J2) (cf. [V2, §O(c)]).

We shall study a relation between the operators of these types and E4.
Put Lio := T(n)-l6.or(n) n.ßo and Ab := r(n)-l~ör(n)n ~ö. From easy

calculation, we have the following.

~o= {(1',x(d)J'("Z)2k+l) ;,= (:~) Ero(N),b=O(modn2)} .

.3.ö== { (1', (x'lj;2) (d)j(1', Z)2k+l) j l' = (: ~) E ro(N), b=0 (mod n2)} .
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Put H := { (: a~l ) E SL2(Z/n2Z)}. This is a subgroup of SL2(Z/n2Z). For any

representative 1] E H\SL2(Z/n2Z), we take and fix an. element ~ E SL2(Z) such
that

~ = { (~ ~ ) mod N ,
1] mod n2 •

Then we can chose a complete system of representatives:

Liö\ßö = {(~, (X7j;2)(~)j(~, z)2k+l) j 'Tl E H\SL2(Z/n2Z)} ,

where d~ is the (2, 2)-entry of f~'

For simplicity, put .:y~ := (y." (x1/J2)(d~)jb~, z)2k+l) and y., := (~ ~) for

any 7]. Then we have for any m, n E Z+ with (n, N) == 1,

~(mn2)%~(mn2)-1 == (-"yry, (X'l/;2)(d~)j(r'r" z - mn2/ L)2k+l) ,

(
a' + mn2d.. / L L-2{ (d' - a' )mn2L + li. L2 - (mn2)2d.. })

where "V • - TJ ry T] ry TJ TJ
/TJ .- c'ry d~ - mn2c'TJ/L . .

• q. • ..We .have·~TJ"·E..ro(·N1·because-.L~I·N.and ~- --(lii )--mod ·N:- .~We.have ..4L2·1c'17 .

and so (d~-m~\c'.7L) = (dO and (d~-m:~c~7L)= (d~'!~~:;'?7L) = (c~/~t'») =
(~). Hence j('TJ' z) = j(,~, z - mn2

/ L).
Since 7/;4 == (x7/;2)2 = 1, both conductors f(7j;2) and HX'l/;2) aIe divisors of

2ord2 (N) M1ln . From c'TJ _ 0 (N) and L2fN, dry/L - 0 (mod 2ord'l(N) M1ln).
From these and the assumption, d~. - 1 (mod N), (X'l/;2)(d~) = (x7/J2)(d~ 

mn2c'TJ/L) and 7j;2(d~ - mn2dry/L) == 7/J2(d~) == 1. Hence (x7j;2)(d~) == X(d~ 
mn2 cTJ/L).

Therefore
~(mn2yy~~(mn2)-1== (fTJ' X(~)j(fry, Z)2k+l) ,

where ci" is the (2, 2)-entry of fTJ'

We also have the following.

7'1 = (~m;:') 7~ (~m;:') -1 =(~ 1) 7~ (~ 1)-1 = y., =1] (mod n 2
) •

Hence the set {~(mn2/y~~(mn2)-1; 7] E H\SL2(Z/n2Z)} becomes a complete

system of representatives of Lio\.6o.

Prom the above, for any I E S(k + 1/2, N, X),

g('l/J)/I14 [ß~T(n)ßÖ] == ~ 7j;(m)/IE(m)T(n)i~

:y~ Eiih\ L.\~
m mod L

1'~t m mod L

~ 'l/;(m) (11 [ßoT(n)ßO)) 1~(mn2)
m mod L
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The assertion f~llows from this, the definition ..of Hecke operators (U2, §O(c)), and
1/;4 = 1. 0

Remark. We can prove this relation without the ass':lmption 'lj;4 = 1. Of course,
we need to mod.ify the definition of Hecke operators in the general case. 0

(1.4) Proposition. The mapping f ~ flR,p maps the spaces S(k + 1/2, N, X)K'
V(NjX), and V(NjX)K into the spaces S(k+1/2,N,XW2)K' V(NjX7/J2), and
V (N; X'lj;2) K respectively.

Proof. For any f = Ln>! a(n)e(nz) E S(k + 1/2, N, X)K' we have flR,p =

Ln>! a(n)'lj;(n)e(nz) E S(k +1/2, N, X'lj;2) ([Sh, Lemma(3.6)]).
F~om the assumption (1.2), we have X2 = (X'lj;2)2. Hence by the definition of

Kohnen space [U2, §O(d)), we have the assertion for Kohnen space.
V(Nj X) has a C-basis consisting of common eigenforms on all Hecke operators

T(n2) = T3/2,N,x(n2), (n, N) = 1 (cf. [U2, §O(c)]).
Take any form f in such a basis. The system of eigenvalues of f on T(n 2

)

corresponds to a primitive (cusp) forms F of weight 2k (cf. (U2, (3.5)(2)]).
Suppose that fl&P i= O. From the proposition (1.3), flR,p is also a common

eigeiiform on cilf'Hecke oper'at6iS"T(n2 ) .- T3/2,N,Xt/J;"Ut2)', ~(n,~N) = 1. .
Moreover its system of eigenvalues corresponds to a certain primitive (cusp) form

F' of weight 2k. In fact, let 'lj;' be the primitive character associated with 'lj;2. Then
we can take as F' the primitive (cusp) form associated with the cusp form FI~',

where ~, is the twisting operator of 7/J' ([V2, §O(b)]).
Since the space U (N j X'lj;2) corresponds to Eisenstein series via Shimura corre

spondence (cf. [VI, §O]), the fo~m fl~ is orthogonal to the space U(N;X7/J2). 0

(1.5) Proposition. Let ord2 (N) = 2. Let II be the same notation as in the intro
duction and K. E Map(II, {±1}). If flR,p = 0 for f E 6 0,K,(k + 1/2, N,X)K' then
f = O. In other wards, the twisting operator R,p induces a C-lin~ar isomorphism
from 6 0,K(k + 1/2, N, X)K onto 6 o,K(k + 1/2, N, X)K l~. Here, see [VI, (3.5)] as

for the definition of the space 6°'~(k+ 1/2, N, X) K'

Proof. Take any non-zero form f = Ln>! a(n)e(nz) E 6 0,M:(k + 1/2, N, X)K'
Choose a number no such that a(no) :f. O. Sillce flRp = K(p)f any pEll, we have

a(no) (~ ) = ~(p)a(no). Hence (~ ) = ±1 and SO (no, in) = 1.

The conductor of 'lj; is a divisor of in (cf. The remark after (1.2)). Hence, we have
'lj;(no) i= O. The no-th Fourier coefficient of flI4 is non-zero number a(no)'lj;(no).
This means flR,p i= o. 0

§2 The subspace corresponding to very-newforms.
In this section, we shall find the subspace of SJ10,M:(k"+ 1/2, N, X)K which corre

sponds to the space of very-newforms of weight 2k.
We shall study only J{ohnen space in the following two sections. Hence, we

assume that ord2 (N) = 2 from now on until the end of the paper.
We keep to the notation and the assumption in §O, §1, and [U2,§O,§2]. See

those for the details of the definitions and notations. In particular, we shall use
the following notations throughout this paper: Let denote M := N /4. M is an
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odd integer. n:= {prime number such that p2 1M} vp := "ordp(N) and MI :=

ITpIM,vp:=1 p, M2+ := np~IM pVP.

(2.1) Notation. Let D and E be subsets of JI(V)2 := {p E JI I vp = 2} (cf. §O)
satisfying the following conditions:

(i) D nE = 0.
(ii) p = 1 (mod 4) for all p E D + E .

Put F := II - (D + E). We also set a system of integers (a~,E)PEll as follows:

{

0,
""D,E._ 1
u.p .- ,

vp ,

if pE D,

if pE E,
if pE F.

We shortly denote these by (a), (ap ) or Q'p etc. if any confusion does not occur.

For this (0:), put M~~) := T1PEll pap and N(a) := 4MIMJ~). Fix '" E {±1}ll :=

Map(II, {±1}). 0

~'(2~'2rNotation:'Put x":= X7TIpE D+E"'(E) . X':nPED+E--(p) as-chaiacter mo"dulo .

N. We decompose this X into characters modulo N as folloWs:

(2.3) X' = 1) . 1)' 1):= (~) , rl := (u'), 0 < ullD, 0 < u'IM1lE+F .

This character r/ can be defined modulo N(o:). Hence we can define the space
910,~'IF (k + 1/2, N(a), 1]')K ([U2, §3, (3.7)]), where ",'IF := "'IF . 1] E {±1}F :=

Map(F, {±1}). 0

From these spaces, we define aspace as follows:

(2.4) C(D,E):= L SJl0,
1t/

IF (k + 1/2, N(a),1/)KIU(ua2
) •

O<aIID

We use the same notation B(a) as in the previous paper [U2, (2.2)] for the character

X = X . npED+E (p). Then C(D,E) ~ B(a).

The space 6 0,"'/IF (k + 1/2, N(a), 1)K has a C-basis, say B17 / consisting of COffi

mon eigenforrns for all Hecke operators T(n2 ), (n, &(0:)) = 1 ([V1, (3.11)]).
')10,K

/
IF := 910,1t/ IF (k +1/2, N(a),1]')K is also fixed by all Hecke operators T(n2 ),

(n, N(a)) = 1 ([U2, (2.28)]). Hence from the Strang Multiplicity One Theorem for

60,K
/
IF (k + 1/2, N(a), 1]') K ([V1, (3.11)(2)]), we can see that s:n0,K' IF has a C-basis

B
17

, n SJ10,K'IF.

(2.5) Claim. We have the following decomposition.

C(D,E) = E9 CfIU(a2 ) •

/E(ß'JI n1)l0.Il:'IF )IU(u)
O<allD

9



Prool 01 the claim. It i.s obvious that C(D,E) is generated by all elements in the
set {/IU(a2

) ; f E (B7]' n m0 IK'IF)IU(u), 0 < allD}' Linear independence of these
generators follows from [U2, (2.2-3)] for the character X'. D

For any element f E (B7]' n 'Jt",K'IF)IU(u), we use the same notation BY~) as in
[U2, (2.5)]. We put

(2.6) C}DIE):= EB CfIU(a2) = By;r) ,
O<aJlD

where we shortly write (a) = (a~,E). D

Hence, we can transfer the results on the space BY~-) in [U2 §2] to the space

CjDIE). In particular, we have the following:

(2.7) Proposition. (cf. [U2, (2.18)]) Let notation be the same as above. For any
f E (87]1 n 910,K'IF )IU(u),

where Po E Map(D, C) is defined as follows.

Po := {1I:(P)gp, ~ pE D and Xp _ (;;);
-1, If pE D and Xp - 1,

and !po is a non-zero common eigenforrn on all Yp's (p!M1lDlE) satisfying

Here, Ap is the eigen value of ! on Yp (cf. [U2, (2.19)]).

Moreover !po len i= 0 if and only if ! satisfies the following conditions:

jlYp = lI:(p)gpj far all p E E and XP = (p)'
D

Take the element 9 E 81]' n~IK'IF such that f = gIU(u). Observing that U(u) is

injection on S(k + 1/2, N(a) ·lD, r/) K' we easily seen that ! satisfies the condition

(*) {:} 9 satisfies the following condition (**) ([U2, §2]):

glwp = x'(P)II:(p)g far all p E E and Xp = (1;)'
Here, we note x' (p) has the meaning because x'p = 1.
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Let denote

S)1~~KJIF := S)1~~K'IF(k + 1/2, N(a), 1]')K

{
hE m0,K' IF (k + 1/2, N(a), rI)K j }

:= hlwp = x'(P)~(p)h for all p E E and Xp = (p)

We know glwp = ±g for any 9 E B"J n 91",K'IF ([V1, (3.9) -and (3.11)]). Hence,
{g E B"J n S)10 ,K'IF ; 9 satisfies the condition (**)} becomes aC-basis of the space
cn0,KJ IF .
-JL++ •

Hecke operators T(n2 ), (n~ N) = 1 commute with the operators U(u), U(a2 ),

and eil. Hence, all of three fonns g, ! 1 and !po len- are common eigenfonns on
T(n2 ), (n, N) = 1 and all of them belong to the same system of eigenvalues.

Prom this, (2.8) For all n E Z+ with (n, N) = 1,

.,... tr (T(71?)j'e(D,E) IeilJ="tJt(n2); . "'EB '. ·e}pö'leil')
. \ JE(B.,n'Jl°.•'IF)IU(u), J:(.)

= tr (t(n2 )j EB . C g)
9Eß."Jn')10./Ol'IF, g:(+)

= tr (T(n2 )j 91~~KIIF (k + 1/2, N(a), 7]')K )

Here, we use the Strong Multiplicity One theorem on 60
,K

J

IF (k + 1/2, N(a), rI) K
at first equality ([V1, (3.11)(2))). 0

We choose and fix a primitive character ep := tPD+E such that

(2.9)

Remark. This is possible because of the assumption (2.1)(ü). The conductor of ep is
lD+E. Of course, there exist many characters which satisfy the above condition. 0

By using the twisting operator E4, we can construct a subspace of 910,K(k +
1/2,N,X)K.

(2.10) Proposition. Vnder the above notations, we have

Proof. We shall deal only with the case of k 2:: 2. We can prove the case of k = 1
in the same way.

11



From the definition and [V2, (2.2)), C(D,E) ~ ß(O:) ~ S(k + 1/2, N, X) K' Ap
plying the twisting operator Rp to the both sides and using the proposition (1.4),
C(D,E)IRq, S S(k + 1/2, N, X)K IR4' ~ S(k + 1/2, N, X)K' Hence,

C(D,E)leiIl4 = C(D,E)IR,peil ~ S(k +1/2,N,X)K len- =: S0,I't(k + 1/2, N,X)K .

From the claim (2.5), C(D,E) has aC-basis consisting of common eigenfonn on
T(n2

), (n, N) = 1. We take any such conunon eigenform hand a primitive form H
of weight 2k which corresponds to h in the sense of [VI, (3.11)].

From [V2, (2.28)], the claim (2.5), and the Strong Multiplicity One theorem of
weight 2k, H E SO(2k, MIM~~») follows.

Suppose hlei114 #. O. Then we have isomorphism C rv ChlellRq,. From this,
the proposition (1.3), and [VI, (A.5)],

(2.11)

tr(T(n
2

); ChleilRr.) --CD:E) tr.(T(n
2

)j Ch) = CD:E) treTen); CH)

=tr(T(n); CII]RD +E ) .

Here, RD +E := fIpED+E Rp is the twisting operator of ('D+E)' 0

From [A-L, p.228, Theorem 4.1, Corollary 4.1] and the definition of D and E,
HIRD+E E SO(2k, M 1 lD+E

2 fIpEPpVp
) = SO(2k, M 1M2+) = SO(2k, M). Hence, by

using [V1, (3.10)(1) and (2)], we can see hle'llR4' E (50,K(k + 1/2, N, X)K'

Moreover, from [V2, (2.28)] and the Strong Multiplicity one theorem of weight
2k, hleilR4J E 910,It(k + 1/2, N, X)K. If hlenRt!' = 0, the last relation trivially holds.
Therefore, we have C(D,E) ]eilRp ~ 910,It(k + 1/2, N, X)K. 0

From (1.3) and the results in [VI, §1], this subspace C(D,E) jeilRq, is fixed
by all Hecke operators T(n2 ), (n, N) = 1. Moreover C(D,E) len ~ B(O:) len ~

6 0'K(k + 1/2, N, X)K [V2, (2.4)]. Hence, we can get the following fonnula from
(1.5) and (2.8).

(2.12) For all n E Z+ with (n, N) = 1,

tr (T(n2 )j C(D,E) leilR,p) = tr ( CD:E) T(n2
); C(D,E) !eil)

= CD:E) tr(T(n~)j lJ1~~"'11'(k + 1/2, ]\r(et), 1)')K) .

o
We shall describe the right-hand side of the above in terms of cusp fonns of

weight 2k.
Take any element 9 E BTJ , n 910,1t'IF and the primitive form G of weight 2k which

corresponds to 9 in the sense of [V1, (3.11)]. Then we can get
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(2.13)

"g satisfies the condition (**)"

<=> gIU(p2) = _pk-l.i(P)~(p)g far all p E E and Xp = (p)
<=> GIU(P) = _pk-lx'(p)~(P)G far all pE E and Xp = (p)
<=> GIW(p) = X'(p)~(P)G far all p E E and XP = (p)'

Here, we use [VI, (3.9)], [VI, (3.11)]' and [M, Cor.(4.6.l8)] in turn. W(p) is the
Atkin-Lehner operator of weight 2k (cf. [V2, §O(b)]). 0

Now, we shall express tr (t(n2 )j 91~~~/IF (k + 1/2, N(a), r!')K) in terms of the

traces of Hecke operators T(n) on spaces of cusp fonns of weight 2k. We have the
e::q>ression formula [U2, (2.2~)] of the trace on.the space 91o,~/IF (k+l/2, N(a),.1l)K'
We shall transform this expression formula.

From (2.13), the space 91~~~/IF corresponds to all G's which satisfy the last
condition of (2.13). We can take all these fonns in the same way as in [V2, (2.21
22)] by using [VI, (A.2)(3) and (A.5)]. See [VI, §4] and [U2, §2] for the detail of
transformations.

(2.14) For any n E Z+ prime to N(a),

tr (T(n2); 91~~~/1F (k + 1/2, N(et), r/)K )

~ ~ =.' ((a (I, J) l), I + J, (T IF, a)) >; =."
F(vh=I+J+K 'T"E{±1}n

uE{±l}F-U+J )

X tr (T(n); S*(T,u)(2k, Ml lE+J II PVJ»IRI+J).

pEF-(I+J)

Here, the notations are as follows: F(V)2 := {p E F I vp == 2}, LF(vh=I+J+K is the
surn extended Qver all partition8 such that F(V)2 = I +J+K, a(I, J)l is a constant
which has a value 0, 1, and VI (:= ordl(N)) according to lEI, J, F - (I + J),
S'((a(I, J)l), I +J, (T]F, 0-))'8 are the constant determined by the table [VI, (2.22)],
r]p is the restrietion of r to F, and S" := fIpED+E S~' is defined by the following
table.

{

I + T(p), if p E D,

2 -" 1 + 1 if p E E and XP == 1,

x =.p := 1 + ;(P)~(P)T(P) TIqEI+J (~), if pE E and Xp = (p)'
13



We use the same notation S*(2k, N) (the space of very-newfonns) as in the Intro
duction (0.2). Then,

S*{T,a)(2k, M 1lE+ J TI pVp )

pEF-(I+J)

._ {f E S*(2k,M1lE + J npEF-(I+J)p
Vp

) j }

.- /IWp = T(P)/ for all pEIl, .
/IRpWp = a(p)/IRp for all p E F - (I + J)

R1+J is the twisting operator of (1
1
+

J
). 0

Since (D + E) n (I + J) ~ (D + E) n F = 0, the twisting operator RD +E gives
an isomorphism: 8*{T,a) (2k; M 1lE+J npEF-{I+J) pVp)IR1+ J ~ s*{r,a) (2k, M 1lE+ J

npEF_(I+J)pVp)IRI+J+D+E (cf. [VI, (A.5)]).

From the formulae (2.12), (2.14), and {VI, (A.2)(1)]; we have the following.

(2.15) For all n E Z+ such that (n, N) = 1,

tr(t(n2 )j C{D,E)le~RtP)

L
F{vh=I+J+K TE{±l}n

aE{±l}n-(1+J+D+E)

S'((a(I, J)z), I + J, (r!F, a)) X S"

Here, rlF is the restrietion of r to F. We use the relation: F - (I + J) = (D + E +
F) - (I + J + D + E) = ]] - (I + J + D + E). 0

We shall compare this fonnula (2.15) with the fonnula [V2, (2.28)].
We have the following one-to-one correspondence between an partitions of F(V)2

and those of JI(V)2: F(II)2 = I + J + K ~ JI(V)2 = (D + I) + (E + J) + K.
By using this correspondenee, the range of parameters in the formula (2.15)

is considered as apart of the range of parameters in [V2, (2.28)]. Furthermore
the space S*{T,a) (2k, M 1lE+J npEll_U+J+D+E)pVp)!RI+J+D+E) oecurs in com
mon. Thus it is enough to compare the eoefficients of the traces of T(n) on this
spaces in both formulae.

Both coefficients are defined as products of loeal components on p E n. We shall
compare these Ioeal components. For simplicity, we put I := D + I and j := E + J.
For p E E + F, we can verify the following identity:

(2.16) S ((v(l j) ) I + J (T a)) = { S~((a(I, J)l), I + J, (TIF, a)), if p E F,
p , p, " =". .fEE......p, 1 p ,

where the left-hand side is the eonstant with respect to fj0'''''(k + 1/2, N, X)K deter
mined by the table (VI, (2.22)]. The constant in the fight-hand side S~((a(I) J)l),
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1+J, (TIF, a)) is the coefficient in the expression formula [U2, (2.28)] for m0,~/IF (k+
1/2, N(o), 1]')K. D .

These identities are easily verified, in case by case, from the following facts (1)
(3):

(1) For any pEP, we have a(1, J)p = 1I(1, J)p and 1]~ = Xp = Xp'

(2) We use the same notations pO and p1 as in [U1, §2] for any subset P of
JI, i.e., pO := {p E P I Xp = I} and p1 := {p E P I Xp' -I I}. Then we have
[J1 - (I + 1)1 + (I + 1)° = F1 - (1 + J)1 + (I + J)O + (D + E)o.

(3) v(l, J)p = 1 for any p E E.

Finally we shall consider the case of p E D. Then if T(p) = -1, any identity
like (2.16) does not hold. However, since any prime p E D does not occurs in the
level M 1lJ TIpEfl -(1+J) pVJ', the Atkin-Lehner operator Wp must be the identity

1. Hence if r(p) = -1, the space s*(r,u)(2k,M1l J ITpEfl-(l+J)pVp ) is equal to
{O}. Therefore without a 10ss of validity, we can exchange the coefficient 3~ with

Sp((v(l, J)z), j + J, (r, a)) in such cases. Thus we Call have the same identity as
(2.16).also in the case of p E D. 0

From the above arguments, we obtain the following

(2.17) Proposition. For al1 n E Z+ such that (n, N) = 1, we have

tr (T(n2); C(D,E)lenRq,) = z= z= 3((v(l, J)z), I + J, (T, (7))
fl(V-:l)=1+J+K rE{±1}I1

crE{±1} rr-U+J)

X tr (T(n); s*(r,u) (2k, M11] IT__ PVP)IR1+]) .
pEfl-{I+J)

Here, Lfl(v-:l)=I+J+K is the surn extended over all partitions Il(v2) = j + J + K.
Moreover this expression formula is apart of the formula [U2, (2.28)(1)]. 0

We shall study the subspace generated by all these subspaces C(D,E) Ieil.Rp 's.
We set the following notations.

(2.18) Definition. For any 1"; E Map(JI, {±1}) = {±l}fl,

,
ryL2,~ = ryL2,ft(k + 1/2, N, X)K := z= C(D,E) le7J-Rp ,

D,E

where the above surn ~~ E is the SUffi extended over all partitions Il(1I)2 = D +
E + F such that D + E -I' 0 and p = 1 (mod 4) for all pE D + E.

This space 912,~ is a subspace of ryL0'~(k + 1/2, N, X)K. We denote by 91*'~ =
SJt*'~(k + 1/2, N, X)K the orthogonal complement of S)12,ft in ryL0,ft(k + 1/2, N, X)K
with respect to the Petersson inner product. Therefore we have
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Prom [Ul, p.146] and (1.3), both spaces 'J12,1t and m0,K are fixed by all Hecke
.... 2

operators Tk+i / 2,N;x.(n ), (n, N) = 1. 0

The aim of this paper is to find the subspace which corresponds to the space
of very-newforms of weight 2k. Unfortunately, we need the following condition in
order to obtaln such results as yet.

(2.19) Condition (= the condition (0.4) in the Introduction).

Xp = 1 for any p E II(v)2 such that p =3 (mod 4).

In the end of the paper, we remark this topic and give some examples. 0

Take any partition 1I(v)2 = I + J + K and T E {±I}Il, a E {±I}17-(I+J).
From [U2, (2.28)(1)), the Hecke submodule S*(T,U) (2k, MilJ flpEIl-(I+J) pVp)IR1+J
occurs in m0,It(k+ 1/2, N, X)K with the multiplicity S((v(I"J)d, I +J, (T, a)) (= 0,
or 1).

As for this, we can see the following proposition.

(2.20) Proposition. Let I, J, and (T, a) be the same as above and suppose I +J =f:.
0. Under the condition (2.19), either the following (1) or (2) holds.

(1) S((lJ (I, J) z), I + J, (T, a)) = O.

(2) The Hecke module S*(TIU)(2k, M i lJ flpEIl-U+J) pVp)IR1+J occurs in the

space CUJ )len14 and so in m2,K (k + 1/2, N, X)K.
Proof. We assume that the statement (1) does not hold good. Then we have

S((lJ(I, J)z), I + J, (T, a)) = 1.

Suppose that there exists p E I +J such that p =3 (mod 4). From the definition,
v(I, J)p = 0, or 1. Moreover from the condition (2.19), Xp = 1. Hence, this prime p
belongs to the case of Q? +Q8 in the table [VI, (2.22)]. Therefore, 3((v(I, J)z), 1+

J, (T, a)) = ~ (1 + ( ~1 )) = O. This is contradiction to the assumption. Thus

p = l(mod 4) for any p E I + J.
From this, I and J satisfy the conditions (i)-(ü) of (2.1). Hence we can de

fine CU,J)lei1Rp. The space S*(T,O') (2k, MllJ flpEIl-U+J) pVp)!R1+J occurs in the

expression formula (2.17) of CU,J) leiIRq, as the case of the partition 1I(v)2 =
I + J + (ll(v)2-(I+J)). 0

From this proposition and the formula (2.17), we have the following formula.

(2.21) Proposition. Let the notation be same as above. -Under the condition
(2.19), we have the following expressions.

(1) For all n E Z+, (n, N) = 1,

tr (T(n2)j m2,K(k + 1/2, N, X)K )

- 2: 2: 3((lJ(I, J)d, I + J, (T, er))
Il(vh=I+J+K TE{±l}I1

I+J:;':0 uE{±1}I1-(1+J)

X tr (T(n); S*(T,u)(2k, MllJ rr pVp )IRI+J) .
pEIl-(I+J)
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(2) For all n E Z+, (n, N) = 1,

tr(T(n2
); 91+,It(k + 1/2, N, X)K) = L S(r, er) tr (T(n); S*(7",O") (2k, M)) .

'T,CTE{±l}J1

Here, the coefficients S(r, er) := npEll,Sp(r, er) is detennined by the following table.

(2.22) Table.

2 X Sp(r, er)

1 + r(p),

1 + ( ~1 ) er (p),

- 1 + I\;(p) ( -;1f T(p) TIp,lqIN Xq(p),

1 + I\;(p) ( -;1) k-l o-(p) TIp,lqIN Xq(p),

if l/p := ordp(N) is even and Xp = 1,

if l/p is even and XP = (-p),

if l/p is odd and 'Xp = 1,

if l/p is odd and Xp = (p)'
'0

The space S)10,It(k + 1/2, N, X)K satisfies the Strong Multiplicity One theorem
[U2, (3.7)(2)] and S)1*,It(k + 1/2, N, X)K is its Hecke submodule. Hence, from [U2,
(2.28)(2-3)], we have the following results.

(2.23) Proposition. (1) S)1+IIt(k+ 1/2, N, X)K has an orthogonal C-basis consisting
of common eigenforms for all Hecke operators Tk+1/ 2,N,x(p2) (p:prime, pJM) and
U(p2) (p:prime, plM) which are uniquely determined up to multiplication by non
zero complex numbers. Let f be such a cornmon eigenfonn and Ap the eigenvalue
of f with respect to Tk+l/2IN,x(p2) (p}M) resp. U(p2) (pIM). Then there uniquely
exists a (very-new) primitive form F E S* (2k, M) of weight 2k and of conductor
M which satisfied FIT(p) = ApF (p)M) and FIU(p) = ApF (pIM).

(2) (the Strong Multiplicity One theorem) Let f, 9 E S)1*'~(k +1/2, N, X)K
be two non-zero common eigenforms of al1 Tk+1/ 2,N,x(p2), (p, A) = 1. liere, A is
some positive integer. Then if f and g has the same system· of eigenvalues on all
Tk+l/2IN,x(p2), (p, A) = 1, then Cf = Cg.

(3) From the above, we can see that S)1*IIt(k + 1/2, N, X)K is embedded ioto
S* (2k, M) as module over Hecke algebra 11. (cf. Main theorem (2) in the Introduc
tion). That is

91'",It(k + 1/2, N, X)K ~ S* (2k, M) as module over Hecke algebra H.

We note that we already obtained (cf. [U2, (3.7)J)

S)10,It(k + 1/2, N, X)K ~ SO(2k, M) as module over Hecke algebra 'H.

o

§3 Final results and remarks.
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We found the subspaces m+IK(k + 1/2, N, X)K which correspond to the space of
very-newforms of weight 2k in the previous section. However, its definition is so

complicated. In this section, we shall give another much simpler definition of this
subspace and state the final formulation.

In the previous paper [U2, §3}, we had given a similar result for the space of
newforms m0,K (k + 1/2, N, X)K. Also in this case, we shall give much simpler defi
nition later. Moreover, we study some examples which do not satisfy the condition
(2.19).

We keep to the notation in §2.

(3.1) De'finition.

m+ (k + 1/2, N, X)K:= EE1 91+,K(k + 1/2, N, X)K .
KE{±1}11

S)12(k + 1/2, N, X)K:= EB SJt2 ,K(k + 1/2, N, X)K .
KE{±l}11

From now on, we shortly denote these by 91+ := S)r (k + 1/2, N, X)K and 912 :=
~2(k+ 1/2, N, X)K. From the identH,y in' (2.18) and"[U2, ~(3.2)L we"haVe - . ., ......

. .

(3.2) m(k + 1/2, N, X)K == 91+ (k + 1/2, N, X)K EB 912 (k + 1/2, N, X)K .

We easily see that ')1+ is the orthogonal complement of 912 in ')1(k+ 1/2, N, X)K. 0

We shall use the same notations as in [U2] Le., for any primitive (cusp) form F
of weight 2k,

S(k + 1/2 N . F) '= {f E S(k + 1/2, N, X)K ; fIT(n 2
) == AF(n)f}

, 1 X, K' for all n E Z+, (n, N) == 1 '

V(N .F) '= {f E V(N; X)K ; fIT(n2
) == AF(n)f}

1 X, K . for all n E .Z+ 1 (n, N) == 1 .

Here, AF(n) is the eigenvalue of F on T(n) (n E N). 0

"Ve have the following proposition under the condition (2.19).

(3.3) Proposition. Under the condition (2.19), we have the following decomposi
tions.

(1) For k 2: 2,

91+(k+l/2,N,X)K= EB S(k+1/2,N,X;F)K
F:(+4)

912 (k+1/2,N,X)K= EB S(k+lj2,N,X;F)K
F:( +5)

(2) For k == 1,

fJl+(3/2,N,X)K == EE1 V(N,XjF)K .
F:(+4)

fJt2(3/2,N,X)K == EE1 V(N,X;F)K .
F:(+5)
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Here, (*4) and (*5) are the following conditions for. a primitive (cusp) forms F of
weight 2k.

(*4): F is a very-newfonn of conductor M (Le., F E S*(2k, M)).
(*5): F is a primitive fonn of conductor M, hut is not a very-newform (Le.,

F E S2(2k, M)).

See (0.2) in the Introduction or [U1, Appendix] for the definition of the notation
S*(2k, M) and S2(2k, M).

Proof. For simplicity, we deal only with the case of k 2: 2. We can also prove
the case of k = 1 in the same way.

Now we have the following: Both 91* and 912 have C-hasis consisting of common
eigenforrns on the Hecke operators T(n2 ), (n, N) = 1. Let f be any element in such
a basis. The system of eigenvalues of f corresponds to a primitive fonn F of weight
2k. Moreover F E S*(2k, M) if f E 91*, resp. F E S2(2k, M) if / E 912 . All ofthese
follow frorn the trace relation (2.21). From these, 91* ~ E9F:(*4)S(k + 1/2, N, Xi F)K

and 912 ~ E9P:(*5)S(k + 1/2, N, x; F)K'

We can easily see that HF satisfies either (*4) or (*5)" if and only if "F satisfies
,- - ..... the ,c0ndition· -(*2) ~in ~[,U2 j' (3,5)]:'" ...HenceS~orn~ fU2) -(3~5)] ,-we. have

91* EB 912 ~ EB S(k + 1/2, N, Xi F) K = 91(k + 1/2, N, X)K = 91* EB 912
•

F:( ...2)

The assertion is easily deduced from this. 0

vVe shall shortly denote the notation in [U2] as follo\vs:

91 := 91(k + 1/2, N, X)K,

Hence, we have

D := D(k + 1/2, N, X)K .

It is easily shown that 91* becomes the orthogonal complement of 912 EB D.
We shall explicitly express this space ryt2 EBD in tenns of classical spaces of cusp

fonns of weight k + 1/2.

(3.4) Definition. We put the notation D* (k + 1/2, N, X)K as follows:
[The case of k ~ 2] .

D* (k + 1/2, N, X)K:= L L S(k + 1/2,4B, ~)K 18A

O<BIM o<AI(M/B)
B#M e(.6. )=x

+ L L L S(k+1/2,4B,E)KIU(A)R~.
O<BIM O<AI(M/B)'J el~
B#M e( ~ )~'J=x
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[The case of k = I)

D*(3/2, N,X)K:= L L V(4B;~)K 16A

o<BIM o<AI{M/B)
B:f.M e( 4 )=x

+ L L L V(4B;~)K IU(A)R~.
O<BIM O<AI{M/B)4 e,l/>
B:f.M e(.6. )1jl4=X

Here, M = N /4 and ~ and 1> in the L e,Ijl runs o~er the following set:
e( 4 )l/>4=X

{

(~, 1» ; ~ is an even (quadratic) character defined modulo 4B, }
cj; is a primitive character modulo f(cj;),1>4 = 1, f(cj;)llII, .
~ (~) cj;2 = X as characters modulo N

D

(3.5) Pr9Position. We have ')12 EB D ~ D*. Furthermore under the condition
(2.19), we have the identity: 912 E9 D = D*. 0

We shall prepare the following general claim.

(3.6) Claim. Notations are the same as above. Let p be a prime such that p2 1M
and ~ an even quadratic character modulo 4M/p. Then we have the following.

(1) For k ~ 2,

S(k + 1/2,4M/p, ~)K IRp2

~ S(k + 1/2,4M/p, ~)K + S(k +.1/2,4M/p, ~ (E)) K 18p •

(2) For k = 1,

V(4M/p;{)K IRp2 ~ V(4M/p;~)K +V (4M/p; ( (~)) K 16p •

Proo/ 0/ the claim. Take any f = Ln>1 a(n)e(nz) E S(k + 1/2, 4M/p, ~)K' We
easily see that (fIEp2)(Z) = f(z) - p-k!2=1!4 /IU(p)6p (z). From pi (M/p), fIU(p) E

S (k + 1/2, 4M/p, ( (P.)) K (cf. [Ul, §1]). The assertion (1) is easily deduced from
this. By using [VI, (1.23)), we can prove the assertion (2) in the same way. D

We return to the proof of the proposition (3.5).

Proo/ 0/ (3.q). We shall prove only the case of k 2:: 2. We can prove the case of
k = 1 in the same way. .

[D ~ D*]. From the definitions of D and D*, both first terms coincide with each
other.

We 8h31l consider the spaces in the second term of D. Take any such a subspace:
S(k + 1/2, 4B, ~)K IU(A) DlEII R{J. Here, 0 < B1M, B # M, 0 < Al(M/B)2, ~ is
an even quadratic character such that ~ (4) = X, and 0 :::; el :::; 2 (l Efl).
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Since 0 < BIM and B =I M, there exists a prime divisor p of M such that
BI (M/p). We decompose A = Alpa, (p, Al) = 1, a ~ 0.

Then 0 < A1 1(M/p)2. Hence every prime divisor of Al is a divisor of M/p. From
these (cf. [VI, (1.22)]),

S(k + 1/2,4B'~)K IU(A) I1 Riet ~ S(k + 1/2,4M/p'~)K IU(A1)U(pa) I1 RzeJ
ZEn "IEll

~ S(k+1/2,4M/P'~(Al)) K IU(pQ) In Rz"' .

We divides into two cases: ordp (M) = 1, or ordp (M) 2:: 2 ({:} pEIl).

[The case ordp(M) = 1]. From [VI, (1.20)(2)], U(pa) commutes with OlEll R{L
up to multiplication of complex nurnbers. Moreover since l21(M/p) for all l E II,
Rl fixes the space S(k + 1/2, 4/vI/p, ~ (Al ) ) K' Hence, we have

S(k + 1/2, 4B, OK IU(A) In Rz"' ~ S ( k + 1/2, 4M/p, ~ (Al) ) K IU(pQ).

This last subspace contains in D+. In facts, from pa IAI(M/B)2, we can see a = 0,
1, 2. Hence, this subspace is the space in the second term of D+ whose parameter
is (NI/p, pa, ~ (:&) ,1).

Therefore, in this case, we have S(k + 1/2, 4B, ~)K IU(A) OIEn RzeJ t;; D*.

[The case of ordp(M) ~ 2]. In this case, pl(M/p) and so every prime divisor of
Ais also a divisor of M / p. !vIoreover, any twisting operator" Rl (p =I l EIl) fixes
the space S(k +.1/2, 4M/p, X)K. Hence,

S(k+l/2,4M/p,cJK IU(A) I1 R{L t;; S(k+l/2,4M/p,X) I I1 RzeJ
ZEn ZEn

~ S(k + 1/2, 4M/p, X) IRpep
•

\Vhen ep is either 0 or 1, the last subspace is in the second term of D+ whose

parameter is (M/ p, 1, X, 1) or (M/ p, 1, X, (p)) respectively.

Suppose ep = 2." From the claim (3.6),

S(k + 1/2,4M/p,X)K IRp2 t;; S(k + 1/2, 4M/p, X)K +

S(k + 1/2, 4M/p, X (E)) K 18p •

The last subspace is a surn of the spaces in the first term of ü* whose param
eter are (M/p,l,X) and (M/p, 1,X (E)). Therefore, also in this case, we have
S(k + 1/2,4B,~)K IU(A) OIEn R{J t;; ü*. Thus we obtain that D ~ D+.

Remark. From the same argument as above, we can also g~t some simplification
of the definition of D* ([U2, (3.7)]). See the bellow (3.7).

[ry't2 ~ D+]. 912 is generated by all subspaces C(D,E) JeäR<pD+E' where K runs
over 311 elements in {±l}n and D, E runs over the subsets of II(v)2 such that
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o::j:. D + E and p = 1 (mod 4) for all p E D +E. rp = rpn+E is chosen in (2.9) with
respect to D and E.

For this D and E, we use the same notation (2.1-2) in §2: r/, u, and a = a~,E,

etc.. From the definitions of C(D,E) and en, we have

C(D,E)[en14 ~ L L S(k + 1/2, N(a), 1)') )U(ua2
) (rr Rlel) Rq,

O<aIID O$;el $;2 IEII
IElT

So, it is enough to study the space S(k + 1/2, N(a),'TJ') K IU(ua2 ) (flIEII Riet) Rq,.

Since N(a) = 4MdE flu:p P/t, there exists p E D + E such that N(a)14M/p.
From pi (M/p), we have .

S(k + 1/2, N(a), r/) K'IU(ua2) ~ S(k + 1/2, 4M/p,1J')K ]U(ua2
)

~ S(k+1/2,4M/p,1J' {=))~K = S(k + 1(2, 4M/p,X')K ,

where X = X ( ID+E ) .

We decompose the primitive character rp as follows: rp = rp' . rp", rp' is the local
p-primary part of rp. Under this notation, we have (cf. the proposition (1.4))

S(k + 1/2, 4M/p, 1J')K IU(ua2
) rr Rze, Rq,
lEII

~ S(k+l/2,4M/p,X)K I rr RzeJRr/>Ir/>II~S(k+1/2,4M/P1X (-)) IRpe p 14'.
ZEll P K

From a choice of rP = rPn+E (cf. (2.9)), we have Hp := R(p) = Rr/>,2 and so

Rpep Rr/>' = Rt/J,2ep +l. Moreover we have &p,5 = Rp, because rP' (n)5 = ep' (n) for

all n E Z. Then if ep is either 0 or 2, S (k + 1/2,4M/p, X (1') )K IHpe
p Rl/J' =

S (k + 1/2, 4M/ p, X (;; ) ) K [R.p'. This subspace is the space in the seconcl tenn of

D* whose parameter is (M/p, 1, X (E) = X (p) ,rP').

Let ep = 1. Denote the inverse character of 4>' by ~'. Then Rl/J,3 = R4>' and

so S(k + 1/2, 4M/p, X (p)) K IHpe
p 14' = S(k+ 1/2, 4M/p, X (p)) K IR~J' This

subspace is the space in the second term of D* whose parameter is (M/p, 1, X (1~) ,
~'). Thus we obtain that ')12 ~ D and the first assertion is proved.

Next, we shall prove the opposite inclusion under the condition (2.19).

The first term of D* is equal to the first term of D. It is" enough to study the
second term of D*. Take any space S(k + 1/2,4B'~)K IU(A).Rp in the second term
of D*. Since 0 < B IM and B =I M, there exists a prime divisor p of M such that
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BI(Mlp). We decompose A and </J as follows: A = A1pG, (A1,p) = I, 0 ~ a E Z
and </J = </JI </J", </JI is the local p-primary component.

We shall divide the cases.

[The case of ordp(M) = 1]. In this case, we have (B,p) = 1 and pGl p2. Moreover
</J can be defined modulo 4M1p because of lII I(M1p).

It is easily seen from computation that U(pa) cornmute with 14 up to multipli
cations of complex numbers.

Hence, S(k+1/2,4B'()KIU(A)14 ~ S(k+1/2,4M/p,((!1l.))K1U(pO)Rp ~

S(k + 1/2, 4M/ p, ( (d.l. ) </J2) K IU(pa). This last space is the space in the seconcl

term of D whose parameter is (M/p, pa, ~ (&) </J2, (O)lEII).

[The case of p2 IM]. In this case, pi (M/p) and so all prime divisors of A are also
prime divisors of M/p. Hence,

S(k + 1/2,4B'~)K ]U(A)Rq, ~ S(k + 1/2,4M/p'()K IU(A)Rq,

~ S(k + 1/2, 4M/p, ~ ( A) 1>,,2) )14' = S(k+ 1/2, 4M/p, X1>/2) KIR"., .

If </J' is of order either 1 or 2, this last space is the space in the second term of D
whose parameter is (M/p, 1, X</J/2, (O)lEJI) or (M/p, 1, Xe//2, (1, (O)l#p)) respectively.

Suppose the order of rjJ' is 4. Then r/J1
2 = (p)' S(k + 1/2, 4M/p, X (p) )K has

aC-basis consisting of comrnon eigenforms on T(n2 ), (n, N) = 1.
Take and fix a form 1 from such a basis. If flI4I = 0, we trivially see that

11141 E 912 EBD. Suppose that IIReP, :j:. O. From [U2, (3.5)], there exists a primitive

form Fofweight 2k such that 1 E S (k + 1/2,4M/p, X (p) ;F) K and the conductor

of F is a divisor of M / p.
From (1.3), flR<j>1 E S(k + 1/2, N, X) becomes a common eigenform on T(n2

),

(n, N) = 1 and moreover its system of eigenvalues is equal to those of FIRp. We
note that this cusp form FIRp is not, always a primitive form. we divicles the case.

[The case of p31M]. In this case, we have p2 1(M/p) and so the space S(2k, M/p)
is fixed by the twisting operator Hp. Hence, FIRv E S(2k, M/p). We clenote by G
the primitive form corresponding to FIR". The concluctor of G is a divisor of !vI/p.
Since 11141 E S(k + 1/2, N, X; G)K' it follows from [U2, (3.5)] that IIRrp' E D.

[The case of ordp(M) = 2]. In this case ordp(MIp) = 1. Let M" be the conductor
of F. Since 0 < M"[(Mlp), orclp(M") = 0 or 1. From the results of [A-L), we have
FIRp E SO(2k, M")IRp ~ SO(2k, M') and so FIRp is a primitive form. Here, M' is
the least common multiplier of p2 and M",

If M' < M, FIRp satisfies the condition (*3) in [U2, (3.5)]. Hence, 11141 E

S(k + 1/2, N, X; FIR,,)K is contained in D.
If M' = M, FIRp E S2(2k, M) and so FIRp satisfies the condition (*5) in the

proposition (3.3). Hence, fl&P, E S(k + 1/2, N, X; FIRp) K is containecl in 912 •

Thus the assertion of the proposition is proved. 0

Now, we can prove Main Theorem in the Introduction.
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Proof of Main Theorem. Assume the condition (2.19). Prom the above propo
sition (3.5), we have ü+ = 912 ffiÜ. Hence 91+ is the orthogonal complement of ü+
(cf. the remark before (3.4)). The statements (1) and (2) of Main Theorem follow
from the definition (3.1) and the proposition (2.23).

The statement (3) of Main Theorem follows from (3.3), (3.5), and [U2, (3.5)]. 0

By using the argument in the proof of the proposition (3.5), we can give much
simpler expression of ü 'and D+.

(3.7) Proposition. (1-1) A simpler expression of D: For k 2:: 2,

ü = L L S(k + 1/2,4B'~)K 18A
o<BIM O<AI(M/B)
B#M E( ß. )=x

+ L L I: S(k+l/2,4B'~)KIU(A)~",
o<BIM o<AI(M/B)'J ",'1=1
B#M E(~ )=x f(t!')llrr

...= I:-{S.(k *.1/2,.N/p~'X)K.:+:'S{k +..1/2, Nlp,.x{E_)) .. Ibp }.

plM K

+ L S(k+l/2,N/PJ~)KIU(pa)+ I:S(k+1/2,N/p,X)KIRp.
pIMl,a=1,2 pEll

e(~)=x

(1-2) A simpler expression of D: For k = 1,

D = L I: V(4B;~)K 18A
o<BIM o<AI(M/B)
B#-M E( ~ )=x

+ I: I: L V(4B;~)K lU(A)Rq,
o<BIM O<A!(M/B)'J q,'J=1
B#M E( ~)=x f(q,)[lrr

= L {V(N/P;X)K + V (N/p; X (E)) K 18p}
plM

+ I: V(N/pj~)KIU(pa)+LV(N/p;x)KIRp.
pIMl,a=l,2 pEll

e(~)=x

(2-1) A simpler expression of ü+: For k 2: 2,

ü+ = L {S(k + 1/2,N/p,X)K +S(k +1/2,N/p,X (~))K 18p }

plM

+ L S(k+1/2,N/p,e)KIU(pa)+ L S(k+1/2,N/p,Xcj;2)Klftp.
plMl,a=l,2 pEll,q,4=1
e(~)=x f(.p)lp
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(2-2) A simpler expression of .0*: For k = 1,

D*=I":{V(N/PiX)K+V(N/p;X(~)) IJp }

IM Kp .

+ I": V(N/p; ~)K IU(pG) + I": V (N/p; Xrp2) K IR,p .
pIM1 ,a=1,2 pEfl,t/>4=1
{(~)=x f(,p)lp

Here, if X (resp. X (E)) cannot be defined modulo N / p, we consider that the

spaces S(k + 1/2, N/p,X)K and V(N/PiX)K (resp. S(k+1/2,N/p,X(E))K and
V (N / p; X (E))K) are equal to {O}.

Proof. We deal only with the case of k ~ 2 because we can also prove the case
of k = 1 in the same way.

The first term of Disequal to those of ü* and it is

I": L: S(k + 1/2, 4B, ~)K IJA "

o<BIM o<AI(M/B)
B#M < ...e(.6. )=x

We divide the cases.

[The case of AB =f:. M]. In this case, there exists a prime divisor p of M
such that ABI (M/p). Hence S(k + 1/2, 4B, ~)K IbA ~ S(k + 1/2, 4AB, ~ C~1)) K ~
S(k + 1/2, N/P,X)K from [UI, (1.9)]. Here we must note the character X. If p2 1M,
X can be defined modulo N/p. Otherwise if ordp(M) = 1, we have (p, M/p) = 1
and so (p, AB) = 1. Hence from the relation ~ (A.) = X, we have Xp = 1. Therefore
X can be defined modulo N /p also in this case.

(The case of AB = M]. In this case, from B #- M, there exists a prime di
visor p of M such that pi A. From [Ul, (1.9)], we have S(k + 1/2, 4B,~)K 16A ~

S (k + 1/2, N /p, ~ (ilE)) K ]8p = S (k + 1/2, N /p, X (E)) K18p. Here, we must note

the character X (E).
If p2 1M, X can be defined modulo N/p. Otherwise if ordp(M) = 1, we have

(p, B) = 1 and so ~p = 1. From the relation X = ~ (~), we have Xp = (p)' Hence,

X (E) can be defined modulo N /p.
We easily make simplifica:tions of the second t.erms of both.o and ü* in the same

way as in the proof of (3.5). After the above procedure, we may have the same
space from both the first term and the second term. In that case, we cut out such
aspace from the second term. Thus we obtaln the asserti<?ns. 0

Finally, we give the simplest example which does not satisfy the condition (2.19).

(3.8) Example. Let p be an odd prime such that p _ 3 (mod 4) and k E Z+.
For any K E Map({p}, {±1}), we have the following isomorphism as modules aver
Hecke algebra 11. (cf. [U2 , (2.28)]).

(3.9) 910 ,K(k+1/2,4p2, (~))K rv S*«-1)k K ")(2k,p)IRpEB EB S*(1",l}(2k,p2).
1"E{±l}b}
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Here, we use the fact that Atkin-Lehner operator is equal to '1 on S(2k, 1).

Noting S*(2k,p) = SO(2k,p), we can give examples S+((-1)N K ")(2k,p) # {O} for
some p, k, and K.. Then we also have S+((-1)Ic K ")(2k,p)IRp #- {O}.

There is no character of order 4 in the character group (ZjpZ) x. Hence, we can
not construct the space corresponding to S+((-1)Ic K ")(2k, p)IRp by the same method
of the section 2.

I wonder that any form in this ((bad"-part is of special type, for example a theta
series of special type. 0
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